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DECISION ON COMPLIANCE 
 
 On August 9, 2001 the East Hartford Police Officers Association (the Union) filed 
a complaint (Case No. MPP-22,654) as amended on September 17, 2001, with the 
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board) alleging that the Town of 
East Hartford (the Town) violated the Municipal Employee Relations Act (MERA or the 
Act) by unlawfully subcontracting and/or unilaterally implementing a change in the work 
of the Town’s Emergency Response Team (ERT).  On September 17, 2001 the Union 
filed another complaint (Case No. MPP-22,743) alleging that the Town violated the Act 
by unlawfully subcontracting and/or unilaterally implementing a change in bargaining 
unit work with regard to traffic enforcement.   
 
 The cases were consolidated and after a hearing, the Labor Board issued its 
decision in Town of East Hartford, Decision No. 3853-A (2004) in which it found that 
the Town had unlawfully subcontracted bargaining unit work when it entered into and 
implemented compacts pertaining to the Capitol Region Emergency Service Team 
(CREST) and a regional traffic unit.  The Labor Board also found that the Town had 
unlawfully unilaterally changed conditions of employment when it assigned East 
Hartford Police bargaining unit members to wear uniforms and insignia for CREST 
different from the uniforms and insignia of the East Hartford Police Department and 



changed the physical qualifications test for assignment to CREST.  The Labor Board 
ordered the Town, in relevant part, to take the following affirmative action: 
 

1. Immediately withdraw or refrain from participation in the CREST and the  
Regional Traffic Units described [in Decision No. 3853-A] until such time as it has 
fulfilled its collective bargaining obligations concerning these subjects; 

 
2. Make whole any bargaining unit employee for losses suffered as a result of  

the Town’s participation in the CREST or the Regional Traffic Unit. 
 
 After Decision No. 3853-A issued, the Town and the Union disagreed about 
whether the Town had complied with the Labor Board’s order and came back before the 
Labor Board for a hearing on compliance on January 28, 2005, April 18, 2005 and June 
15, 2005.  Both parties appeared, were represented and allowed to present evidence, 
examine and cross-examine witnesses and make argument.  Both parties filed post-
hearing briefs the last of which was received on September 7, 2005.  Based on the entire 
record before us, we make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law and issue 
the following order regarding compliance with Decision No. 3853-A. 
 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Following the issuance of the Labor Board’s decision in Town of East Hartford, 
Decision No. 3853-A (2004), the Union and the Town met to discuss compliance with the 
decision.  The parties met two or three times. 
 
2. During the compliance discussions, the Town and the Union agreed that the Town 
could continue its participation in CREST until September 1, 2004.  Also during those 
discussions, the Union indicated its desire to re-establish an internal ERT in East 
Hartford.  The Town indicated it would not re-establish an ERT and wanted to continue 
participating in CREST.   The parties were also unable to agree on a “make whole” 
remedy for members of the bargaining unit pursuant to the Labor Board’s decision in 
Town of East Hartford, Decision No. 3853-A. After September 1, 2004, the Town 
discontinued its participation in CREST and has not re-established an ERT in the East 
Hartford Police Department.  
 
3. The former ERT consisted of approximately 15 members plus negotiators.  The 
team trained together approximately once per month.  Most members of the ERT would 
trade shifts in order to be able to participate in training during their regular hours.  Some 
members of the ERT required overtime for training.  In 1999 the ERT received 
approximately 250 hours of overtime for training.  In 2000 the ERT received 
approximately 164 hours of overtime for training.  (Exs. 19 and 20). 
 
4. In 1999 the former ERT was called out or utilized approximately 8 times, 
including the times they were used to execute search warrants and the response to 
the homicide of Officer Asleton.  In 1999 the ERT received approximately 315 hours of 
overtime for these activities. (Exs. 19 and 20). In 2000 the ERT was called out or utilized 
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approximately 5 times, including the work done for Vice President Al Gore’s visit to the 
Town.  In 2000 the ERT received approximately 144 hours of overtime for these 
activities.  (Exs. 19 and 20). 
 
3. The CREST included 8 members of the East Hartford police department and 
trained twice per month. This team was called out for incidents with more frequency than 
the former ERT due to the number of municipalities involved on the team.  For the entire 
period that East Hartford participated in CREST, there were only one or two incidents 
requiring CREST response in East Hartford.  Most, if not all, former ERT members were 
also present at these incidents.  The record does not reveal the amount of overtime 
received by East Hartford CREST members during this time.   
 
4. Since September 1, 2004 the Town has relied on regular members of the police 
department to satisfy the needs once served by the ERT or CREST.  The Town provides 
officers approximately 7 hours per year of training in simunitions, 6 hours per year of 
firearm training as well as some training in the use of special equipment.  The Town also 
provides one training session per year in “squad tactics”. All supervisors and some senior 
patrol officers were trained several years ago in the Bowmac critical incident training.  
The Town has one member of a regional bomb squad, two members of a regional search 
and rescue squad and 3 canine officers, all of whom receive some training outside the 
department.  In 2004 and 2005, 2 sergeants each year were trained in crowd control. 
    
5. Since the Town discontinued its participation in CREST, there have been no 
critical incidents requiring traditional emergency response. There is no information in the 
record concerning overtime for emergency response training or response since the Town 
discontinued its participation in CREST.    
 
6. The training provided to the regular members of the police department is not 
equivalent in terms of emergency response skills or tactics to the training formerly 
provided to the ERT.   Regular members of the police department do not have the same 
access to or training in the use of, special weapons or gear as used by the former ERT.   
 
7. The Town provides a higher level of overall training than required by the State.  
The Town is not accredited.   
 
8. It is unusual for a town the size of East Hartford in the capitol region to not 
maintain an ERT.   

DISCUSSION 

 Two issues remain outstanding from our order in Town of East Hartford, 
Decision No.  3853-A (2004).  First, the parties cannot agree on the amount, if any, of 
lost overtime due to the bargaining unit as a result of the Town’s unlawful participation 
in CREST.  Second, the Union contends that although the Town has discontinued its 
participation in CREST as ordered in the Labor Board’s decision, it has created a severe 
safety hazard by also deciding to not re-establish an internal ERT. Because of this safety 
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issue, the Union asks the Labor Board to order the Town to re-establish the ERT as part 
of this compliance proceeding. 
 
 The parties are before us strictly on the question of whether the Town has 
complied with the Board’s order in Decision No. 3853-A.   We are confined in this 
proceeding to examining our previous order and determining whether the Town has 
complied with that order. It would be unwise, at the very least, for this Board to go 
beyond that task in a compliance proceeding.  We note that we have already issued two 
previous decisions in this case and we now find ourselves examining 3 more days of 
testimony and exhibits on the same matter.  We had hoped that our previous ruling would 
send the parties back to the negotiating table to resolve this matter in a way that best 
serves the citizens of East Hartford and would finally put this matter to rest.  Our 
examination of this most recent record, however, indicates that we may not have seen the 
last of this dispute, a most disappointing conclusion.  In spite of that, we will confine 
ourselves here to the task of deciding only the question in front of us and leave any 
further disputes to future proceedings. 
 
 We turn first to the issue of lost overtime for training and response.  The Union 
argues that the bargaining unit lost substantial overtime for training and response as a 
result of CREST and seeks a remedy that would make the former ERT whole for this 
loss.  In that regard, the Union offered much evidence to establish the amount  of 
overtime received by the former ERT members during the 2 years prior to CREST.  The 
Town argues that the bargaining unit is not entitled to lost overtime because such 
overtime was not regular, the members were already paid for their time and the Town 
currently provides training to all officers in emergency response.  
 
 We use the documents submitted in Exhibits 19 and 20 as the basis for our 
decision on this issue.  We find that all the documents submitted are overtime slips for 
ERT related events.  We note that the numbers we use are, in some respects, educated 
estimates because it is impossible to discern exact numbers from the exhibits due to the 
differences used in notations on overtime slips.  Also, we separate the issue of overtime 
for training from the issue of overtime for response because we believe these issues stand 
on different footing based on the evidence.  
 
 Concerning overtime for response or “call-outs” we do not need to speculate 
about such incidents or compare previous years.  Emergencies are, by definition, 
unpredictable and therefore, the best evidence of any “loss” to the former ERT members 
is the actual number of times they would have been called out during the time the Town 
participated in CREST.  The record reveals that there was one, perhaps two, incidents 
requiring emergency response in East Hartford during the entire time that CREST was 
utilized.  During these incident(s), the unrefuted evidence shows that most, if not all, 
former ERT members were also present at the scene.  Based on this evidence, we find 
that no lost overtime for responses was suffered by the bargaining unit during the CREST 
period.   
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 The matter of overtime for training must be viewed differently.  Training is not an 
unpredictable event.  The record reveals that training occurred regularly prior to CREST 
and that members were paid for this training on many occasions. We do not have any 
record evidence of the amount of overtime for training received during the CREST 
period.  As such, we will determine the amount of training overtime lost based on our 
best calculations from this record.  We again note that the numbers are not exact because 
it is impossible to glean an exact number from this record.  However, we have carefully 
reviewed what has been submitted and determine the following.   
 
 For purposes of calculation, we find that there were 18 members of the former 
ERT1 and that in 1999 those members received a total of 250 hours of training overtime 
and in 2000 received a total of 164 hours of overtime. The average of these totals is 207 
hours of overtime per year for the entire team.  If this number is divided by 12 months 
and then further divided among the 18 members of the former ERT, the result is 
approximately one hour per member per month of overtime.  We order that each former 
member of ERT be paid one hour of overtime per month for each month that CREST was 
in existence up to June, 2004 when the Union agreed that the CREST could be 
maintained until September.2  The overtime will be calculated on the basis of the pay 
received by each of those members during the time in question.  
 
 We now turn to the question of the Town’s refusal to re-establish the ERT. As 
stated above, we are confined to deciding in this case whether the Town has complied 
with our previous decision.  In that decision, we ordered the Town to withdraw from the 
regional units but we did not order the Town to reinstate the ERT.  The decision whether 
to have an internal ERT rests with management and for that reason, we did not order the 
Town to reinstate its previous team structure.  We acknowledge the evidence provided by 
the Union seeking to establish that the lack of an internal ERT impacts the safety of the 
bargaining unit members and perhaps the public.  However, we find that the record does 
not establish such a dramatic safety risk as to justify the unprecedented action on our part 
of expanding our original order in this case.  As such, we find that the Town has 
complied with the letter of our decision. 
 
 Our opinion as stated above does not, however, reflect an accurate view of what 
we would have found to be a good result in this case.  What we believed would and 
should have happened as a result of our previous order is that, if the parties were unable 
to agree upon either the CREST or the ERT, they would have continued to negotiate until 
a mutually acceptable agreement could be reached.  The record indicates that, instead, the 
Town entered into discussions with its “heels dug in” and has now technically complied 
with the letter of our order regarding withdrawal from CREST but did not act in 
accordance with our hopeful view of the parties’ bargaining prowess and maturity. Thus, 

                                                 
1 This is a best estimate based on the record taking into account the information provided concerning 
regular members and negotiators.   
2 Again we recognize that this number does not reflect the actual number of training hours worked under 
the former ERT.  However, we must take into account that members of that team would rearrange their 
schedules in order to train during regular hours.  As such, the lost overtime is likely less than that the 
number of training hours worked.   
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while we find compliance with our previous order, it is again our sincere hope that the 
parties will now act in a manner that will make it unnecessary for the Union to file yet 
another complaint regarding the impacts of the decision to dissolve the ERT.    
 

ORDER 

  By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of 
Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby ORDERED that  
 

I. The Town of East Hartford pay to each member of the former ERT the 
equivalent of one hour per month of overtime pay at the appropriate rate of 
pay for each member for each month that payment is due, from  July 1, 2001 
through May 31, 2004 in accordance with the Labor Board’s Order in 
Decision No. 3853-A. 

 
II. The Town of East Hartford has complied in all other respects with the Labor 

Board’s Order in Decision No. 3853-A.   
 

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 
      
     John W. Moore, Jr.  
     John W. Moore, Jr. 
     Chairman 
 
     Patricia V. Low_____ 
     Patricia V. Low 
     Board Member 
 
     Wendella A. Battey_ 
     Wendella A. Battey 
     Board Member 
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CERTIFICATION 
 
 I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 16th 
day of May, 2006 to the following: 
 
Steven V. Bielenda, Personnel Director 
Town of East Hartford     RRR 
Town Hall, 740 Main Street 
East Hartford, CT 06108 
 
Stephen F. McEleney, Attorney 
McEleney & McGrail      RRR 
The McKone Building, 363 Main Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
 
   _________________________ 
   Jaye Bailey, General Counsel 
   CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 
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